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ABSTRACT 

Dispersal-associated traits—such as flight ability—influence how species move across the 

landscape, and can dramatically impact their distributions and patterns of genetic structure. 

Ortego et al. (2021) examine genomic data from two recently diverged alpine grasshopper 

lineages with distinct wing sizes to assess the demographic impacts of flight loss. The authors 

showed that flight loss may lead to asymmetric introgression during speciation, and can 

significantly increase rates of intraspecific diversification. 
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MAIN TEXT 

Dispersal is a key life-history component that can shape distribution patterns and 

influence diversification (Waters et al. 2020). Dispersal ability may vary significantly among 

species (even closely related ones), depending on a combination of factors, including 

environmental connectivity, biotic interactions (e.g. competition), and species-specific traits. 

Those dispersal-associated traits enable species’ establishment and persistence in new areas 

by promoting gene flow across the landscape. Although such traits are apparently beneficial 

for population persistence over time, dispersal can be costly and maladaptive under many 

circumstances (Bonte et al. 2011). 

Wings are the most obvious dispersal-associated trait in insects and are considered 

key to the evolutionary success of the class Insecta. However, this dispersal capacity has been 

lost repeatedly, within almost all insect orders (Roff 1990). Flight loss is particularly 

prominent in isolated habitats such as islands, mountain tops, and caves, as selection on 

morphological traits that favor survival in these environments can reduce dispersal potential 

(Roff 1990; Waters et al. 2020). Flight loss increases physical isolation among lineages and 

may increase the risk of extinction (Waters et al. 2020). Yet, broad-scale analyses suggest 

that it may also be a key driver of insect diversification (Salces-Castellano et al. 2021), 

though the demographic consequences of this evolutionary transition at the earliest stages of 

divergence remain poorly understood. 

In this issue, Ortego et al. (2021) used genomic data to test the evolutionary impacts 

of wing size reduction on two sister lineages of alpine grasshoppers from Corsica, a 

mountainous Mediterranean island. Chorthippus corsicus corsicus and C. c. pascuorum have 

similar ecological preferences but distinct wing size phenotypes: C. c. corsicus is short-

winged, while C. c. pascuorum is long-winged. The authors found no evidence of 

contemporary hybridization among sympatric populations of these two lineages, confirming 

they are distinct, independently evolving species, rather than a single polymorphic species. 

They also inferred a relatively recent speciation event (less than 1.5 million years ago), with 

gene flow continuing between these two lineages until the late Pleistocene (ca. 30,000 years 

ago). 

Interestingly, gene flow after speciation was asymmetric, occurring primarily from the 

more dispersive long-winged species to the short-winged species. The extent of introgression 

among these lineages following their initial divergence is somewhat surprising, as habitat 

isolation is often considered one of the key drivers of flight loss (Roff 1990). Despite this 

repeated introgression among lineages, the gene (or genes) conferring flight ability were not 

introgressed back into (or expressed) in the short-winged lineage. These results may suggest a 

strong selection against full-winged individuals across the distribution of the short-winged 

lineage, though further investigation is required to uncover the selective pressures driving 

flight loss in these environments. 
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Ortego et al. (2021) also identified significantly deeper divergences among 

populations of the short-winged lineage compared to populations of the long-winged lineage, 

with almost no contemporary migration detected among the short-winged populations. Their 

results reflect the differences in dispersal ability of the lineages, with less dispersive 

organisms often showing marked genetic structure, reduced gene flow, and increased 

diversification rates (Harvey et al. 2019). By focusing on an evolutionarily young system, the 

authors were thus able to demonstrate that flight loss can drive rapid diversification in 

recently evolved species, even in the face of introgression from a flighted lineage. 

In summary, Ortego et al. (2021) clearly demonstrated that shifts in dispersal-

associated traits can directly influence geographic structuring and intraspecific diversification 

in a topographically complex habitat. Increased rate of intraspecific diversification in the 

short-winged lineages may ultimately lead to higher rates of speciation and interspecific 

diversification. Ortego et al. (2021) thus illustrate the links between dispersal traits and both 

microevolutionary and macroevolutionary processes (Figure 1; see also Harvey et al. 2019). 

In addition to dramatically influencing the demographic fate of individual lineages, it is 

possible that shifts in dispersal-related traits may even shape entire community assemblages. 

Similar coalescent approaches could also be used to examine the demographic consequences 

of dispersal reduction in other evolutionarily young lineages. Species complexes where flight 

has been lost repeatedly are potentially powerful model systems to further test the 

evolutionary impacts of dispersal reduction (e.g. Van Belleghem et al. 2018; McCulloch et al. 

2021). 

Estimates of gene flow and genetic diversity will particularly benefit from trait 

informed analytical methods. Such approaches may ultimately help explain why many 

comparative phylogeography studies often identify non-congruent patterns among different 

taxa (Zamudio et al. 2016). Testing trait-based hypotheses in a comparative context might 

even help to unveil how morphological evolution can shape community assembly in 

topographically less complex landscapes, as particular morphological traits are often needed 

to occupy and move through different habitats (Harvey et al. 2017). Using morphological-

trait measurements as a predictor for dispersal may therefore provide crucial insights on long-

standing questions of how gene flow and persistence shape contemporary ecological patterns. 
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